
Flourish Africa Cookie Policy 

Effective Date: 01/01/2024 

1. Introduction 

Welcome to Flourish Africa Women Empowerment Initiative's Cookie Policy. This policy 

explains how we use cookies and similar technologies on our website located at 

https://www.flourishafrica.com ("Website"). By using our Website, you consent to the use of 

cookies as described in this policy. 

2. What are cookies? 

Cookies are small text files that are stored on your computer or mobile device when you visit 

a website. They help websites recognize your device and remember certain information about 

your visit, such as your preferences and actions. 

3. How do we use cookies? 

We use cookies for the following purposes: 

• Essential cookies: These cookies are necessary for the operation of our Website. 

They enable you to move around the site and use its features. 

• Analytics cookies: These cookies help us understand how visitors interact with our 

Website, by collecting and reporting information anonymously. 

• Marketing cookies: We may use marketing cookies to track visitors across websites. 

The intention is to display ads that are relevant and engaging for the individual user. 

4. What types of cookies do we use? 

• Session cookies: These are temporary cookies that are erased when you close your 

browser. They are essential for secure access to our services and maintaining your 

session. 

• Persistent cookies: These cookies remain on your device for a longer period of time. 

They help us recognize you as a returning visitor and tailor our Website to your 

preferences. 

5. How to control cookies 

You can control and manage cookies in various ways. Please note that if you choose to 

disable cookies, some parts of our Website may not function properly. Your browser or 

device settings may allow you to delete or disable cookies, but this may affect your ability to 

access certain features of our Website. 

6. Changes to this Cookie Policy 

We may update this Cookie Policy from time to time to reflect changes in our practices and 

services. We encourage you to review this policy periodically for any updates. 

7. Contact Us 

https://www.flourishafrica.com/


If you have any questions about our use of cookies or this Cookie Policy, please contact us at: 

Flourish Africa Women Empowerment Initiative 

1 Olawale Dawodu Road, Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria 

Phone: +234-201-7000666 

Email: info@flourishafrica.com 

Website: https://www.flourishafrica.com 

 

This cookie policy is designed to inform users about Flourish Africa's use of cookies and 

provides contact information for further inquiries. Adjustments can be made based on 

specific needs or additional information. 

 

https://www.flourishafrica.com/

